
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a workforce analyst. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for workforce analyst

Contribute to the concurrent development of a comprehensive labor
scheduling system
Provide Workforce Management and Operations teams with necessary
support and guidance for improving utilization of our labor resources
Monitor and maintain a deep understanding of variables impacting key
performance metrics, input and support to team in achieving targets
Provide assistance and support for cost reduction projects
Leading broader, more complex labor model projects as assigned
Scheduling in Verint WFM for multiple Med-D Enrollment sites Assisting with
forecasting, scheduling, and managing all activities within multi skill/multi-site
environment
Assisting in determining appropriate staffing levels and adjustment
recommendations in order to meet budgets Analyzing workflow data, create
and implement recommendations to improve contact center quality,
efficiencies, and effectiveness and assure service levels and customer
satisfaction goals are met Intraday and real time monitoring of production
and schedules
Ensures scheduled resources meet forecasted requirements
Coordinate and update schedules for daily unplanned events stand up
meetings, offline activities and any immediate business needs
Contribute to the culture of continuous improvement, with the view of
developing a best in class resource and planning activities
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Self-motivated and must excel in a minimally managed position
Monitor and update daily reports to effectively manage the performance of
the operation to acceptable results
Configure and maintain workforce management software
Deliver informational updates regarding recent, current, and future state of
the business to the Manager of Workforce and Business Clients
Identify key reporting to drive operational efficiency utilizing systems such as
NICE Analytics
Minimum of one to two (1-2) years of call center experience, preferably in
Workforce Management or in a supervisory or call center management type
role preferred


